Chapter 14
Revelation 14:1 And I {Apostle John} looked, and, lo, a
LAMB {representing the message of the latter day
messenger} stood on the {new} MOUNT SION {Mount
Zion represents the super volcano's mountain}, and with
him an HUNDRED FORTY and FOUR THOUSAND
{being the second group of overcomers/elders of all
generations}, having HIS {the Lamb's} Father's NAME
{seventh plagued angel} written in THEIR {144,000}
FOREHEADS {minds}.
In Revelation 14:1, John saw a Lamb standing on new
Mount Zion. The Lamb represents the message of the
latter day messenger, who revealed the visions and oracles
written on the scroll of life.
The seventh plagued angel is the father of the Lamb
because the Lamb is part of the scroll of life's visions and
oracles. The father's name (seventh plagued angel) will
have been placed (marked/sealed) on the front (foreheads)
of the minds of the latter day overcomers, that are of the
144,000, during the sign of Jonah. All the other
overcomers of all generations that are of the 144,000 will
have placed the name of the Lamb's (representing the
beginning of the seventh light and seventh thunder of the
seventh angel with trumpet) father (seventh plagued
angel) on the front (foreheads) of their minds at the

resurrection when the super volcano is opened after the
star's impact in the USA.
The verse in Revelation 14:1 will be revealed near the end
of the 1,100 years of the judgment from the visions and
oracles written on the seventh plagued angel. The seventh
plagued angel will reveal the time when the 144,000
spiritually stood on new Mount Zion within new
Jerusalem when they entered the fiery ensign emanating
above and around new Jerusalem. They will then be
standing as spiritual pillars on new Mount Zion, being
elders of the spiritual temple. The spiritual temple is
equated with the immense lava erupting mouth of the high
and lifted-up mountain of the super volcano. The high and
lifted up mountain where the elders (144,000) stand is
called new Zion. On the rim of the mouth of the high and
lifted-up mountain is where the priests (first group of
redeemed) stand during the judgment.
*******
Revelation 14:2 And I HEARD {of great thunder caused
when the super volcano swelled up to heaven and
exploded magma into the sky} a VOICE {the great
thunder is equated with the voice of the seventh plagued
angel} from HEAVEN {being the sky/heaven above the
high and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano}, as the
voice of MANY WATERS {being great hailstones/sea of
glass raining on and around the super volcano covering

the destroyed USA}, and as the voice of a GREAT
THUNDER {great thunder caused by a massive
explosion of magma}: and I heard the VOICE OF
HARPERS {being the voice of the 144,000} HARPING
{harping/playing the seven stringed instrument to sing
the everlasting gospel that warns of the seven visions and
seven oracles pertaining to seven plagued angels} with
their HARPS {the gold harps represent the first witness'
written silvery moonlight visions and oracles mixed with
the last witness' written coppery sunlight visions and
oracles on seven plagued angels}:
The Apostle John heard a voice from heaven. This heaven
represents the sky above the high and lifted-up super
volcano. When the super volcano's mountain swelled up
to heaven and exploded magma, that was the great
thunder that the Apostle John heard. This great thunder is
equated with the voice of the seventh plagued angel
because that was the time when he sat and reigned on a
great white throne of intense white light over the kingdom
of latter day Babylon. As lava filled and overflowed from
the immense mouth of the super volcano, it created a
great fiery whirlwind to materialize around it. Also great
hailstones fell upon the land. These are the many waters
mentioned in Revelation 14:2 that rain as great hailstones.
The intense heat above and around the high and lifted-up
super volcano causes lightnings, a great voice of thunder,
and voices of hail. Accordingly, near the end of the 1,100

years of the judgment, the seventh plagued angel is
revealing its visions and oracles of what the two witnesses
wrote on the seventh plagued angel. In that time, the
seventh plagued angel's voice of a great thunder is also
represented by the written oracle that reveals the time
when the voice (song) of harpers (144,000) was heard
while they harped (playing) with their spiritual harps.
They sang and harped during the time when smoke and
ash are issuing out of the super volcano's opened mouth.
The harps represent visions (equated with the harp) and
oracles (equated with the sound the seven strings of the
harp make) of the two combined witnesses (equated with
the gold of the harp) written on the seven plagued angels.
*******
Revelation 14:3 And THEY {144,000/second group of
redeemed} SUNG {to a great multitude} AS IT WERE
{as it were a new song because the seventh plagued angel
sitting on the throne is revealing near the end of the
judgment what was already revealed earlier in the
judgment} NEW SONG {this song is the everlasting
gospel} before {in front of} the {judgment} THRONE
{on which is sitting the seventh plagued angel ruling over
the destroyed lava covered kingdom of latter day
Babylon}, and before the FOUR BEASTS {representing
the first group of redeemed that have been viewing the
judgment for almost 1,100 years}, and the ELDERS

{representing the second group of redeemed that have
been viewing the judgment for almost 1,100 years}: and
NO MAN {no man except the Lamb and four beasts}
could learn THAT SONG {song of the everlasting gospel
that warns of the seven plagued angels' visions and
oracles} but the HUNDRED and FORTY and FOUR
THOUSAND {144,000}, which were REDEEMED
{saved from every generation} from the EARTH .
For 1,100 years of the judgment, the seventh plagued
angel's visions and oracles have been sitting and reigning
on the great white throne of intense light over the lava
covered kingdom of latter day Babylon. In front of
(before) the seventh plagued angel's great white throne
within new Jerusalem are the four beasts (first group of
redeemed), 24 elders (second group of redeemed), great
multitude of angels (third group of redeemed); standing
outside and around new Jerusalem are the rebellious
people. In Revelation 14:3, the three groups of redeemed
and rebellious people are viewing and hearing the seventh
plagued angel's vision and oracle that reveal the time
when the 144,000 were singing their song to ripen a great
multitude.
When the star's impact in the USA caused the super
volcano's mouth to open and erupt smoke and ash, it
marked the resurrection and redemption of all the
overcomers of every generation that died believing in the
message (equated with a Lamb) of a true prophet that

lived in their generation. No man but the Lamb
(representing the message of the latter day messenger)
and four beasts (representing the first group of redeemed
of all generations) and 144,000 (second group of
redeemed of all generations) could learn to play on
spiritual harps and sing the song of the everlasting gospel.
From the seven plagued angels' visions and oracles are
revealed the 144,000 harpers when they were singing
their song to ripen and gather a great multitude from all
nations. Their song warns of the seven plagued angels'
visions and oracles. These visions and oracles of the
seven plagued angels are sung to all nations during the
time when smoke and ash are erupting from the super
volcano in the fallen USA. While smoke and ash are
issuing from the opened super volcano's mouth in the
fallen USA, the 144,000 (second group of redeemed)
being assisted by the first group of redeemed will ripen a
great multitude (third group of redeemed) of people of all
nations with their song (everlasting gospel) concerning
the seven plagued angels. Then when the super volcano
swells to heaven and explodes magma into the sky while
lava fills its immense mouth, the three groups of
redeemed will travel from all parts of the world to enter
the great light (ensign) and take their positions before the
throne as the four beasts (priests/first group of redeemed),
24 elders (second group of redeemed), and many angels
(third group of redeemed).

*******
Revelation 14:4 THESE {144,000} are they which were
not defiled with WOMEN {symbolizing the beliefs of
leaders in capitals/heads/churches/temples}; for they are
{spiritual} VIRGINS {single-minded to the two
witnesses' predictions and having not yet given spiritual
birth to a great multitude}. These are they which follow
the LAMB {message of the latter day messenger}
whithersoever HE {Lamb} goeth {leads}. These
{144,000} were REDEEMED from among MEN
{representing states/nations/spiritual tribes}, being the
FIRSTFRUITS {firstfruits of the spiritual wheat harvest
gathered/redeemed after the spiritual barley harvest/first
group of redeemed} unto God {seventh plagued angel}
and to the Lamb {message of the latter day messenger}.
The 144,000 are spiritual virgins because – prior to giving
spiritual birth to a great multitude of redeemed – they will
have abstained from fornicating with the strange beliefs of
all nations, churches and doctrines. On the day (first day
of new Pentecost) the super volcano erupts smoke and
ash, the latter day resurrection takes place. Among the
people that resurrect will be the overcomers that died as
faithful believers in every generation. The first group of
overcomers will resurrect with the second group of
overcomers (144,000). Thereafter, on the last day of new
Pentecost, the 144,000 (with the first group of redeemed)
will receive the Holy Spirit’s power. Then they will go

forth as living waters to gather of all nations a great
multitude of people (third group of redeemed). In the past
type, the harpers were typified by Yahshua’s faithful
apostles and disciples, being the 120 people in the upper
room (see Acts 1:15). Every person in the upper room
received some form of the Holy Spirit’s power on the last
day of old Pentecost to facilitate them in giving the gospel
to all nations.
Acts 1:15 And in those days Peter stood up in the midst of
the disciples, and said, (the number of names together
were about an hundred and twenty,)
*******
Revelation 14:5 And in THEIR {144,000} MOUTH was
found NO GUILE {since they will speak the straight
truth – new song – when proclaiming the everlasting
gospel}: for they are without fault {from the time the
super volcano erupts smoke and ash} before the
THRONE {great white throne of intense light emanating
from the high and lifted-up immense mouth of the super
volcano} of God {seventh plagued angel}.
Before the throne issues a vision and oracle that reveal the
time after the 144,000 had proclaimed the everlasting
gospel to all nations. When they enter the intense light of
the ensign to stand before the great white throne, they are
without fault after having gathered a great multitude while

the super volcano was erupting smoke and ash for five
months in the fallen USA. When smoke and ash was
issuing from the opened mouth of the super volcano, the
144,000 were singing their song of the everlasting gospel
while warning of the seven plagued angels. During that
time, there is no error (guile) when they proclaim from
their mouths the message of the everlasting gospel (new
song).
*******
Revelation 14:6 And I saw another ANGEL{representing
the message that is proclaimed/sung by the first group and
second group/144,000 of redeemed after the star's impact
has opened the super volcano} FLY {as beams of the
spiritual moon’s light/first witness’ vision and beams of
the spiritual sun’s light/last witness’ vision} in the midst
of heaven {sky}, having the EVERLASTING {from the
everlasting scroll of life} GOSPEL {pertaining to the
good news gospel of salvation from the seven plagued
angels} to PREACH {sing the new song} unto them that
dwell on the EARTH {spiritual land of Canaan}, and to
EVERY NATION, and KINDRED, and TONGUE, and
PEOPLE {from where the great multitude of all nations
will be ripened and gathered during the time the erupting
smoke and ash from the super volcano are plaguing the
fallen USA}.
After the star's impact opens the super volcano in the

USA, the everlasting gospel will be proclaimed for the
first time to all nations to save a great multitude of
people. At the time the first plagued angel is being
fulfilled on the USA's states, the first group and second
group (144,000) of redeemed will be proclaiming their
message to all nations concerning the good news of the
everlasting salvation.
The message of the everlasting gospel is represented by
the angel (vision) in Revelation 14:6 spiritually flying as
rays of moonlight (equated with the first witness' visions)
and rays of sunlight (equated with the last witness'
visions) while speaking (oracles) its message as it travels
through the middle of the sky (heaven).
*******
Revelation 14:7 Saying with a loud voice, FEAR GOD
{seventh plagued angel}, and give glory to him; for the
HOUR {being the end of latter day Babylon's one hour
reign in spiritual Canaan} of HIS {seventh plagued
angel's} JUDGMENT is COME {from the time the super
volcano erupts smoke and ash in the USA}: and worship
HIM {seventh plagued angel} that MADE {by replaying
all generations from the beginning through the end of the
judgment} heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the
fountains of waters.
The Apostle John saw a vision and heard an oracle of an

angel moving as beams of light in the middle/midst of the
Earth’s atmosphere (heaven). This spiritual angel
represents the vision and oracle written in Revelation 14:7
that is proclaimed by the first group and second group of
redeemed to all nations after the star's (meteor's) impact
causes the super volcano to erupt smoke and ash in the
USA. The erupting super volcano brings an end to latter
day Babylon's final half hour (representing 1290 days) of
its one hour reign in the spiritual land of Canaan.
After latter day Babylon's reign ends when a star's impact
opens the super volcano in the USA, the first group of
redeemed will assist the 144,000 in gathering the third
group of redeemed before the world ends by an
overflowing lake of lava. Every nation, kindred, tongue,
and people will hear this angel’s message of the
everlasting gospel concerning eternal salvation from the
plagues loosed from a super volcano's immense mouth.
This angel is of the scroll of life's visions and oracles. The
message will state to all nations to worship the seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles of things that have
already happened and are being replayed.
Presently, the seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles
are being revealed during the judgment to remake the old
Earth's heaven (atmosphere), the old Earth, and the sea,
and the fountains of waters, as they existed from the
beginning through to the time of a new Earth and
judgment period. Everything that is happening in this last

generation including the lives we are living are according
to what is written on the last scroll/scroll of life, which
the seventh plagued angel is presently revealing during
the judgment. Accordingly, the seventh plagued angel will
also reveal the time when the star's impact opened the
super volcano, the proclaiming of the everlasting gospel
during five months of smoke and ash, the time when the
super volcano swelled to heaven and exploded magma
into the sky, the gathering of the three groups of redeemed
into the ensign, and how the world ended in an
overflowing lake of lava. Thereafter the seventh plagued
angel reveals the time when a new heaven and new Earth
were created, and the judgment period.
*******
Revelation 14:8 And there FOLLOWED ANOTHER
{second} ANGEL {representing a written vision and
oracle}, saying, BABYLON {beginning with the USA}
IS FALLEN {is fallen when the super volcano swelled up
to the sky and exploded magma that caused a massive
earthquake, according to the first witness' written visions
and oracles}, IS FALLEN {is fallen when the super
volcano swelled up to the sky and exploded magma that
caused a massive earthquake, according to the last
witness' written visions and oracles}, that GREAT CITY
{USA's capital city equated with the old city named
Babylon}, because SHE {leadership in the USA's ruling
capital} made all nations DRINK of the WINE {USA's

ideals that it envisioned for the world's future} of the
WRATH {military force} of HER {USA’s ruling capital}
FORNICATION {allowing foreign nations to place their
substance/goods in her land}.
The Apostle John saw the vision and heard the oracle of
another (second) angel (vision) in Revelation 14:8,
following the first angel (vision), as it flew through the
middle of Earth’s sky as the combined beams (visions) of
the spiritual moon’s (first witness’) light (vision) and
spiritual sun’s (second witness’) light (vision). The saints
(priests/first group and elders/second group of redeemed)
will reveal to the great multitude the message that is
written in Revelation 14:8. This message (vision and
oracle) of the second angel is proclaimed to all nations.
After five months of erupting smoke and ash, the message
will declare that latter day Babylon is fallen according to
the two witnesses' visions and oracles. The reason that
latter day Babylon falls is that the super volcano will have
swelled up to heaven and exploded magma into the sky.
This massive explosion causes a great earthquake such as
never happened, which casts the USA's ruling capital city
to the ground. The first group and second group of
redeemed will be proclaiming this vision and oracle of the
second angel written in Revelation 14:8, which happens
during the time when magma has erupted from the high
and lifted-up immense 40-mile wide mouth of the super
volcano.

When the super volcano in the USA swells to heaven and
explodes with a great sound of thunder as a great
earthquake happens, then latter day Babylon's (USA's)
reign on the throne “is fallen,” according to the first
witness' predictions written on the scroll of life. Also,
latter day Babylon's (USA's) reign “is fallen” according to
the last witness' visions and oracles written on the scroll
of life. The leaders and people of the latter day great city
– USA's ruling capital and nation – will have rejected the
everlasting gospel before being cast to the ground by the
great earthquake such as never happened.
The leadership in the USA's capital caused all nations to
become spiritually drunk on her ideals that she envisions
for the world's future. This is opposite to the past type,
where the old city and nation of Babylon forced nations to
drink of the wine of its wrath; thereby, those nations
became a part of old Babylon’s kingdom by force. The
prophecy in Revelation 14:8 is constructed from this past
type. In our day, the USA’s capital deceives with her
ideals (spiritual wine) the union of nations to enforce the
USA' s vision for the world on non complying nations.
Once a non complying nation falls, the complying nation's
new leadership is permitted to trade (spiritually fornicate)
their goods with the USA's capital and nation. All the
nations are drunk on the USA's ruling capital's spiritual
wine (ideals), whereby the nations spiritually fornicate
(trade) by placing their goods in the land of the USA. Her

(USA's ruling capital's) ideals of how she thinks the
world's future will be is opposite to the two witnesses'
predictions, since the two witnesses' visions and oracles
written on the scroll of life predict that the USA's reign
over all nations will come to an end when the super
volcano swells to heaven and explodes magma into the
sky.
Isaiah 21:9 And, behold, here cometh a CHARIOT OF
MEN {being the riders of the white, red, black, and pale
horse}, with a COUPLE {two} OF HORSEMEN {being
the two witnesses' visions and oracles}. And he answered
and said, {latter day} Babylon IS FALLEN {when the
swelled to heaven super volcano explodes magma into the
sky, according to the first written witness' visions and
oracles written on the scroll of life}, IS FALLEN; {when
the swelled to heaven super volcano explodes magma into
the sky, according to the last witness' visions and oracles
written on the scroll of life} and all the graven images of
her gods HE {seventh plagued angel} hath BROKEN
UNTO THE GROUND {by a great earthquake such as
never happened}.
*******
Revelation 14:9 And the THIRD ANGEL{representing a
vision and oracle} FOLLOWED THEM {two previous
angels' visions and oracles}, saying with a LOUD
VOICE OF THUNDER {being an oracle that speaks

when the great thundering sound is heard when the
swelled to heaven super volcano exploded magma into
the sky}, If any MAN {nation} worship the BEAST
{union of nations that reigned as the seventh kingdom}
and his IMAGE {same union of nations that will have
reigned as the eighth kingdom enforcing the USA's vision
on non complying nations}, and receive his MARK
{spiritual wine cup full of the USA's spiritual wine/ideals
that it envisions for the world's future} in his
FOREHEAD {being spiritually drunk on the wine/ideals
of confusion by believing them}, or in his HAND {by
accepting the spiritual wine cup but may not believe
them},
This angel's message will be proclaimed at the time when
the super volcano swells to heaven and explodes magma
into the . The massive explosive eruption from the 40mile wide immense mouth of the super volcano causes a
great sound of thunder to be heard, as the deafening sound
travels throughout the skies. The great sound of thunder is
equated with the great sound of a trumpet, which marks
the time when the redeemed are to forsake everything and
travel to the ensign of intense light emanating around and
above the high and lifted-up super volcano.
As the redeemed travel to the ensign from all parts of the
world when they hear the great sound of thunder, they
will declare to all nations not to worship the capitalistic
and democratic ways of the latter day Babylonian beast

(beast/kingdom that reigned as the number seven
kingdom) and its image (same beast/kingdom that reigned
again but as the number eight kingdom). Also the
redeemed will warn the nations not to worship the former
democratic and capitalistic ways and accept the figurative
mark (ideals) in their hand by agreeing to the ideals (wine
cup). The redeemed will also warn of spiritually receiving
the figurative mark on the forehead (forehead/mind/way
of thinking) by spiritually drinking (promoting because of
being figuratively drunk on the USA's ideals) of the
spiritual wine (ideals) that the USA envisions for the
world. These ideals prophesy of the super volcano
becoming dormant and everything returning to business
as usual, just as it was before the super volcano erupted.
*******
Revelation 14:10 The SAME {nations that have the
figurative mark in their hand or forehead} shall DRINK
{encounter} of the WINE {visions and oracles written on
the seventh plagued angel} of the WRATH of God
{seventh plagued angel}, which is poured out
WITHOUT MIXTURE {full strength/undiluted} into the
CUP of HIS {seventh plagued angel's} INDIGNATION
{which the rebellious nations encounter/drink}; and HE
{nation beginning with the USA and its states} shall be
TORMENTED with FIRE {the fire that travels with
flowing lava flowing from the high and lifted-up immense
mouth of the super volcano} and BRIMSTONE {melted

rock/lava} in the PRESENCE of the HOLY ANGELS
{referring to the visions/angels representing the third
group of redeemed standing within new Jerusalem round
about the great white judgment throne}, and in the
PRESENCE of the LAMB {representing the message of
the latter day messenger}.
When the super volcano swells to heaven and explodes
magma into the sky, all nations that reject the warnings of
the redeemed (as they travel to the ensign) and instead
remain in their land hoping the ideals that the latter day
Babylonian kingdom has been promoting will happen will
have the figurative mark of the beast. The seventh
plagued angel begins being fulfilled when the super
volcano swells to heaven and explodes magma into the
sky. The nations that have the mark of the beast will
refuse to accept the message proclaimed by the redeemed
to forsake their land and enter the intense light of the
ensign. Therefore, when lava flows down from the high
and lifted-up super volcano, all nations outside the ensign
of new Jerusalem will be tormented by the fire of flowing
lava and by flowing molten rock (brimstone).
When an intensely bright light is seen above the high and
lifted-up lava erupting super volcano, the seventh plagued
angel has then arisen as a bright star. After magma has
filled the mouth of the high and lifted-up super volcano,
and flows continuously out and down the mountain of the
super volcano, it is as if the seventh plagued angel (God)

has come down to go through the nations that have the
mark of the latter day Babylonian beast in the battle of
Armageddon.
Isaiah 27:4 Fury is not in me: who would set the BRIERS
AND THORNS {referring to the rebellious nations}
against me in battle {battle of Armageddon}? I {seventh
plagued angel} would go through them, I would burn
them together.
Isaiah 27:13 And it shall come to pass in that day, that
the GREAT TRUMPET {representing the great sound of
thunder, which happens when the swelled to heaven super
volcano explodes magma with a great sound of thunder}
shall be BLOWN {by the rising of the seventh plagued
angel}, and THEY {the redeemed that accepted the
everlasting gospel} shall come which were ready to
perish in the land of Assyria, and the outcasts in the land
of Egypt, and shall worship the LORD {seventh plagued
angel} in the HOLY MOUNT {holy mountain of the lava
erupting super volcano} AT {new} JERUSALEM {the
walls of new Jerusalem are made of great hailstones
raining down around an immense whirlwind of fire,
which surrounds the high mountain of the lava erupting
super volcano}.
The great multitude of all nations will accept the
everlasting gospel and enter the intense light of the ensign
before the nations perish by fire and brimstone. Then they

will be standing as the many angels (messengers) around
the great white throne during the judgment. During the
judgment, the visions and oracles of the Lamb will reveal
the time when the rebellious nations were tormented by
fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels and
the Lamb. These holy angels are the great multitude
standing within new Jerusalem during the judgment
*******
Revelation 14:11 And the SMOKE {burning} of THEIR
{nations that have the mark of the latter day Babylonian
beast} torment ascendeth up for EVER and EVER {as
far as the eye can see}: and THEY {rebellious nations}
have no rest day nor night, who worship the BEAST
{union of nation that reigned as the seventh kingdom in
spiritual Canaan}, and his IMAGE {union of nations that
united in agreement to reign as the eighth kingdom in
spiritual Canaan enforcing the USA's vision on non
complying nations}, and whosoever receiveth the MARK
{wine cup} of his NAME {of confusion/Babylon}.
*******
Revelation 14:12 Here {referring to the predictions in the
previous verses} is the PATIENCE {patience before lava
erupts from the super volcano} of the SAINTS {first
group and second group/144,000 of redeemed}: here are
they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS {written

predictions} of God {seventh plagued angel}, and the
FAITH {the faith the written visions and oracles will
happen, just as latter day new Jesus has faith the visions
and oracles will happen} of {new} Jesus {latter day
messenger}.
The first group and second group of redeemed are the
saints (priests and elders) of the spiritual temple. They
will have the patience to wait on the seventh plagued
angel to begin being fulfilled on rebellious nations while
they proclaim the everlasting gospel to all nations. These
saints will have the commandments (written visions and
oracles) of God (seventh plagued angel) as revealed by
latter day Moses (new Jesus) during the time of new
Pentecost (being 50 days counting from the time when the
star's impact will have opened the super volcano in the
USA). These saints will also have the same faith as latter
day new Yahshua/Jesus concerning the commandments
written on the seventh plagued angel being fulfilled.
*******
Revelation 14:13 And I heard a voice from heaven
saying unto me, WRITE {the Apostle John was
physically living on Patmos writing the Book of
Revelation’s visions and oracles as he saw and heard
while in the spirit}, BLESSED are the DEAD which
DIE {being martyred as a faithful believer} in the
LORD{seventh plagued angel} from HENCEFORTH

{while they are proclaiming the everlasting gospel}: Yea,
SAITH THE SPIRIT {seventh plagued angel speaking of
what the two witnesses had said}, that they MAY REST
{from the burden of gathering the great multitude} from
their LABOURS; and their WORKS {of believing,
supporting, and promoting the new saving
truth/everlasting gospel} do FOLLOW THEM {the dead
believers will resurrected to play a part in the new Earth
and stand in their rightful place within new Jerusalem
during the judgment}.
The Apostle John was told in Revelation 14:13 to
immediately write (hence he was on the Isle of Patmos
writing the visions and oracles as he saw and heard them
while in the spirit) concerning the blessed people – who
are of the first group, second group, and third group of
redeemed – that are killed by rebellious people during the
time of trouble. Some of the overcomers that are of the
third group of redeemed will have been martyred for
believing and prophesying of the everlasting gospel, just
as some of the overcomers that are of the first group and
second group of redeemed will also be martyred for
giving their testimony of the everlasting gospel of
salvation. The overcomers warn of the plagues that will
be loosed from the super volcano when it swells to
heaven and explodes magma into the sky, which causes
them to be persecuted and possibly killed by the
rebellious. However, it states in Revelation 14:13 that the

faithful works follow the overcomers while they are lying
dead and resting from having to continually fight the good
fight while warning the nations. Accordingly, all the
faithful martyrs will resurrect to stand in their rightful
place in the judgment when the overflowing lake of fiery
lava has flowed from the immense mouth of the high and
lifted-up super volcano to cover the world.
*******
Revelation 14:14 And I looked, and behold a WHITE
CLOUD {an intensely bright white cloud above the high
and lifted-up super volcano's lava erupting immense 40mile wide mouth}, and upon the cloud ONE SAT LIKE
unto the SON OF MAN {looks similar to a human, being
the time when the seventh plagued angel has risen as a
great star/light above the high and lifted-up lava erupting
super volcano}, having on his HEAD a GOLDEN {this
gold represents the mixed spiritual silver and spiritual
copper of the two witnesses' written visions on the
seventh plagued angel} CROWN {ruling over the USA's
fallen nation}, and in his HAND a SHARP SICKLE
{harvesting instrument representing the time to gather the
overcomers out of the nations and into the intense white
light of the ensign, which is emanating around and above
new Jerusalem}.
After thick black smoke and ash have issued out of the
super volcano's opened mouth for five months, then the

super volcano swells to heaven and explodes magma into
the sky over the fallen USA. The immense explosion of
magma causes a deafening sound of thunder to be heard
throughout the nations, as a great earthquake such as
never happened travels throughout the land and seas. As
magma fills the immense 40-mile wide mouth of the
super volcano, a great white cloud of intense light will be
seen above and around the high and lifted-up super
volcano. This light represents the bright star (seventh
plagued angel) that rises high above the bottomless pit
(super volcano).
The one sitting and reigning on the intensely bright white
cloud (star) is the seventh plagued angel when he has
risen from the bottomless pit. On the seventh plagued
angel's head is a golden crown. This golden crown reveals
that the USA's fallen nation will be the first nation to be
ruled by the seventh plagued angel's written visions and
oracles, which were written by the spiritual moon's (first
witness'/Michael's) silvery light (visions) and spiritual
sun's (second witness'/Gabriel's) coppery light (visions).
The seventh plagued angel will rise as a bright star, with a
great sound of thunder, and a great earthquake when the
high and lifted-up super volcano explodes magma into the
sky. From that time, the overcomers will flee out of all
nations to enter the ensign before the world is consumed
by flowing lava. Hence the reason why the seventh
plagued angel has the harvesting sickle in his hand to

bring out the overcomers from the nations and gather
them into the safety of the ensign.
*******
Revelation 14:15 And ANOTHER ANGEL {representing
a vision and oracle at the ending of the sixth plagued
angel} CAME OUT {representing an enormous explosion
of magma} of the TEMPLE {representing the high and
lifted-up mouth of the super volcano}, CRYING with a
LOUD VOICE {representing a great sound of thunder
when the swelled to heaven super volcano exploded
magma into the sky} to HIM {the ascended seventh
plagued angel/star from the bottomless pit} that SAT on
the CLOUD {equated with a great white throne/cloud
above the high and lifted-up magma-filling immense
mouth of the super volcano}, THRUST in thy SICKLE,
and REAP: for the TIME IS COME {the time is come
when the high and lifted-up super volcano's immense 40mile wide mouth has filled with an overflowing lake of
fire} for thee to REAP; for the HARVEST {spiritual fruit
harvest/great multitude being the third group of
redeemed} of the EARTH is RIPE.
The sixth plagued angel begins to end (as the seventh
plagued angel is beginning) when the super volcano
swells to heaven and explodes magma into the sky. The
explosion from its immense mouth (representing the
spiritual temple) causes a great deafening sound of

thunder, which is as the crying voice of the sixth plagued
angel. This loud voice cries to the risen seventh plagued
angel from the bottomless pit. The loud sound of thunder
tells the seventh plagued angel that the time has come to
reap the ripened harvest, which pertains to the gathering
of a great multitude (third group of redeemed) of
overcomers from all nations. The great multitude (equated
with the fruit harvest) will have been ripened with the
everlasting gospel, that was proclaimed by the first group
and second group of redeemed during the five months of
smoke and ash erupting from the super volcano.
*******
Revelation 14:16 And HE {seventh plagued angel} that
sat on the CLOUD {representing the great white throne
of intense white light/ensign} THRUST in his SICKLE
on the earth; and the earth was REAPED {the reaping
of the fruit harvest happens when a great multitude see the
intense light of the ensign and forsake loved ones and
possessions to travel quickly from all parts of the world to
enter into the intense light of the ensign emanating from
the fallen USA}.
All overcomers will travel to the immense light of the
ensign. At that time, new Jerusalem (huge fiery
whirlwind) will be surrounding the high and lifted-up to
heaven lava-filling immense mouth (spiritual temple)
upon the mountain of new Zion {super volcano). Once all

overcomers of all nations have entered the ensign before
lava overflows out of the immense 40-mile wide mouth of
the high and lifted-up super volcano, then the Earth will
have been reaped.
Isaiah 5:26 And HE {rising of the seventh plagued angel
from the bottomless pit} will lift up an ENSIGN {an
intensely bright white light above the high and lifted-up
super volcano} to the nations from FAR {from within the
fallen USA}, and will HISS {being the deafening sound
of an immense whirlwind of fire with great hailstones
raining around the immense 40-mile wide mouth of the
high and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano} unto them
from the end of the earth: and, behold, THEY
{overcomers} shall come with speed swiftly:
Isaiah 18:3 All ye inhabitants of the world, and dwellers
on the earth, see ye, when HE {seventh plagued angel}
lifteth up an ENSIGN {of an intensely bright light} on the
mountains {of the super volcano}; and when HE {seventh
plagued angel} bloweth a TRUMPET {representing a
great thundering sound when the super volcano swells to
heaven and explodes magma into the sky}, hear ye.
Isaiah 31:9 And HE {representing the USA in the latter
days} shall pass over to his strong hold for fear, and his
princes shall be afraid of the ENSIGN {the intensely
bright light above the magma filling mouth of the
exploded super volcano}, saith the Lord {seventh plagued

angel}, whose FIRE {fire within the immense 40-mile
wide magma filling mouth of the super volcano} is in
{new} Zion {representing the mountain of the super
volcano}, and his FURNACE {immense mouth/furnace of
the super volcano} in {new} JERUSALEM {representing
an immense whirlwind of fire around the mountain of the
super volcano}.
Isaiah 2:2 And it shall come to pass in the LAST DAYS,
that the MOUNTAIN {new Zion} of the Lord's {seventh
plagued angel's} HOUSE {magma filling immense
mouth/temple/house of the super volcano} shall be
established in the top of the mountains, and {after five
months of smoke and ash have erupted} exalted above the
hills; and ALL NATIONS {of a great multitude of
overcomers} shall flow unto IT {the ensign}.
Zephaniah 3:8 Therefore wait YE {overcomers} upon
ME {seventh plagued angel}, saith the Lord, until the day
that I RISE {as magma from the bottomless pit/super
volcano} up to the prey: for my determination is to gather
the nations, that I may assemble the kingdoms {for the
battle of Armageddon}, to pour upon them mine
indignation, even all my fierce anger: for all the earth
shall be devoured with the fire {flowing lava} of my
jealousy.
Haggai 2:7 And I {seventh plagued angel} will SHAKE
{with a great earthquake such as never happened when

the swelled to heaven super volcano explodes magma into
the sky} all nations, and the desire of all nations shall
come: and I will fill this HOUSE {representing the
immense magma filling mouth/house of the super
volcano} with GLORY {intensely bright light/ensign,
equated with the Shekinah glory in the old temple's holy
of hollies}, saith the Lord of hosts.
Zechariah 2:11 And MANY NATIONS {that overcame by
accepting the everlasting gospel} shall be joined to the
Lord {seventh plagued angel reigning on a great white
throne of light on new Zion within new Jerusalem} in that
day, and shall be my people: and I will dwell in the midst
of thee, and thou shalt know that the Lord of hosts hath
sent me unto thee. +
Zechariah 8:20 Thus saith the LORD {seventh plagued
angel} of HOSTS {great hailstones}; It shall yet come to
pass, that there shall COME {to the ensign} PEOPLE
{that overcame by accepting the everlasting gospel}, and
the inhabitants of many cities:
8:21 And the inhabitants of one city shall go to another,
saying, Let us go speedily to pray before the LORD, and to
seek the LORD {seventh plagued angel}of HOSTS {great
hailstones}: I will go also.
8:22 Yea, many PEOPLE AND STRONG NATIONS {that
accept the everlasting gospel} shall come to seek the
LORD {seventh plagued angel} of HOSTS {great

hailstones} in {new} Jerusalem {representing a great
whirlwind of fire}, and to pray before the LORD.
8:23 Thus saith the LORD {seventh plagued angel sitting
on a great white throne of light above the high and liftedup super volcano} of HOSTS {when great hailstones are
raining upon the destroyed USA}; In those days it shall
come to pass, that TEN MEN {ten men are based on the
ten lost tribes of old Israel, but in the latter days
representing the new ten tribes of a great multitude} shall
take hold out of all languages of the nations, even shall
take hold of the skirt of him that is a JEW {the Jew is
based on the southern kingdom of Judea/Jewry where two
tribes remained, but in the latter days represents the first
group and second group of redeemed that proclaim the
everlasting gospel}, saying, We {great multitude} will go
with you {to the ensign}: for we have heard that God
{seventh plagued angel} is with you.
*******
Revelation 14:17 And ANOTHER ANGEL{representing
a vision and oracle} CAME OUT {as lava
overflowing/coming out from the immense 40-mile wide
mouth of the high and lifted-up super volcano} of the
TEMPLE {the temple represents the immense mouth of
the high and lifted-up super volcano} which is in
HEAVEN {heaven represents the height of the mountain

of the super volcano after it swelled to heaven and
exploded magma into the sky}, he also having a SHARP
SICKLE {to consume the remaining rebellious nations
and people from life}.
As magma is filling the immense 40-mile wide mouth of
the high and lifted-up to heaven super volcano, all
overcomers will have speedily traveled from all nations to
enter the ensign. Thereafter, lava will begin overflowing
from the immense mouth of the high and lifted-up super
volcano. As lava begins to overflow, it is equated with the
vision and oracle of the angel in Revelation 14:17 that has
a sharp sickle to reap the ripened rebellious people and
nations for the consummation (burning).
*******
Revelation 14:18 And ANOTHER ANGEL {representing
a vision and oracle} came out from the ALTAR {this altar
represents the immense mouth of the high and lifted-up to
heaven super volcano, at the time the sixth plagued angel
is ending while the seventh plagued angel has begun},
which had POWER over FIRE {lava}; and cried with a
LOUD CRY {representing the super volcano when it had
swelled to heaven and exploded magma into the sky} to
HIM {seventh plagued angel} that had the SHARP
SICKLE, saying, Thrust in thy sharp sickle, and
GATHER the CLUSTERS of the VINE of the EARTH;
for her GRAPES {representing the rebellious people and

rebellious nations} are FULLY RIPE {having totally
rejected the everlasting gospel that was proclaimed by the
first group and second group/144,000 of redeemed during
the five months of smoke and ash erupting from the super
volcano}.
At the ending of the sixth angel's plague and the
beginning of the seventh angel's plague, the super volcano
swells to heaven and explodes magma into the sky. The
explosion causes a great sound of thunder, which is
referred to as the loud cry of the angel in Revelation
14:18. The immense 40-mile wide mouth of the high and
lifted-up super volcano will fill with magma and then lava
will continually overflow. All the people and nations that
refused to accept the everlasting gospel and travel and
enter the ensign, will be ripe for destruction by flowing
lava. Accordingly, lava will flow throughout the world to
consume the remaining rebellious peoples, nations, and
all animals and things of the air, land, and sea. The sharp
sickle will gather all the vine (nations) and grapes
(people) that are full of the spiritual wine (beliefs) of
latter day Babylon's mark (spiritual wine/ideals that are
contrary to the two witnesses' visions and oracles
concerning this world's future).
*******
Revelation 14:19 And the ANGEL {representing a vision
and oracle that is written at the ending of the sixth

plagued angel and the beginning of the seventh plagued
angel} thrust in his SICKLE into the earth, and
GATHERED the VINE {that represents rebellious
nations, that are full of the ideals/spiritual wine of the
destroyed latter day Babylonian beast and its image} of
the EARTH, and CAST it into the GREAT
WINEPRESS {overflowing lake of fire/lava} of the
WRATH of God {seventh plagued angel}.
After the great multitude have followed the first group
and second group of saints into the light of the fiery
ensign, the remaining people in all parts of the world will
have rejected the everlasting gospel proclaimed by the
first group (priests) and second group (144,000 elders) of
saints of the spiritual temple. These remaining rebellious
nations and peoples will have ripened into sour grapes
(representing rebellious people) that are full of the ideals
(wine) of the fallen latter day Babylonian beast (kingdom)
and its image. All the people who accepted the messages
of warning will have traveled quickly to enter the fiery
ensign shortly after five months of smoke and ash had
ended. The remaining rebellious people in all parts of the
world will end up destroyed according to the visions and
oracles written on the seventh plagued angel. Since the
high and lifted-up super volcano is within the USA, it
means the USA (false prophet) will have been the first
nation to be cast into the spreading lake of fire (lava).
Lava will be continually overflowing from the immense

40-mile wide mouth of the high and lifted-up super
volcano, which causes the lake of fire to continually
spread out to engulf the world.
*******
Revelation 14:20 And the WINEPRESS{representing a a
spreading lake of lava} was trodden WITHOUT
{outside} the CITY {the city new Jerusalem that
represents an immense fiery whirlwind around the
mountain of the lava erupting super volcano}, and
BLOOD {death} came out of the WINEPRESS, even
unto the HORSE {symbolizing new Jerusalem}
BRIDLES {without drowning the horse’s head; hence, it
can still breathe}, by the SPACE {height} of a
THOUSAND and SIX HUNDRED FURLONGS {the
great hailstones raining around the mountain of the lava
erupting super volcano represent the walls of new
Jerusalem, which are 3,000 furlongs high. Above these
walls of glass/hailstones is where the redeemed stand on
the sea of glass/hailstones during the judgment after
having entered the ensign}.
In Revelation 14:20, a winepress is shown as being
trodden outside the city new Jerusalem (immense fiery
whirlwind), which surrounds the mountain of the lava
erupting super volcano. This illustrates that overflowing
lava from the 40-mile wide mouth of the high and liftedup super volcano will not affect the overcomers who will

have been gathered out of the nations to enterthe ensign
and stand upon holy city. The blood of these figurative
grapes (representing rebellious people) reaches the
figurative height of 1600 furlongs (see Revelation 14:20).
However, the figurative city of new Jerusalem is 3000
furlongs high, as stated in Revelation 21:16. This reveals
that the death of the rebellious people and nations will not
overflow to the righteous overcomers upon and the city
new Jerusalem. These rebellious nations and peoples are
illustrated as grapes whose life blood is removed in a
winepress. The blood flowing form the winepress will not
drown the horse’s “head,” which symbolizes the safe
haven upon new Jerusalem. This is illustrated by the
blood of bad grapes (rebellious) reaching the horse’s
(redeemed) bridles without drowning the horse or its rider
(seventh plagued angel).
Isaiah 63:1 Who is this that cometh from Edom {as the
armies of old Israel came from the east to overthrow the
Canaanites}, with DYED {blood-stained} garments from
Bozrah? this that is glorious in HIS {seventh plagued
angel's} apparel, TRAVELING {as a spreading lake of
fire} in the greatness of his strength? I {seventh plagued
angel} that SPEAK {with a great sound of thunder and as
raining great hailstones} in righteousness, mighty to save
{the overcomers that accepted the everlasting gospel}.
Isaiah 63:2 Wherefore art THOU {seventh plagued
angel} red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him

that treadeth in the winefat?
Isaiah 63:3 I {seventh plagued angel} have trodden the
WINEPRESS {representing the spreading lake of fire}
alone; and of the {trodden rebellious} people {grapes}
there was none with me: for I {seventh plagued angel}
will tread them in mine anger, and trample them in my
fury; and their blood shall be sprinkled upon my
garments, and I will STAIN {with blood} all MY {seventh
plagued angel's} RAIMENT {white raiment represents
visions written on the seventh plagued angel}.
Isaiah 13:1 The burden of {latter day} Babylon, which
Isaiah the son of Amoz did see.
13:2 Lift ye up a BANNER {of intense white light/ensign}
upon the HIGH MOUNTAIN {of the super volcano}, exalt
the VOICE {of a great sound of thunder when the super
volcano swells to heaven and explodes magma into the
sky} unto them, SHAKE {with a great earthquake such as
never happened} the hand, that THEY {overcomers}
may go into the GATES {of new Jerusalem} of the
NOBLES {priests and elders of the seventh plagued
angel's lava-filled temple}.
13:3 I {seventh plagued angel} have commanded my
SANCTIFIED ONES {of flowing lava}, I have also called
my MIGHTY ONES {great hailstones and whirlwinds of
fire} for mine anger, even them that rejoice in MY
{seventh plagued angel's} HIGHNESS {reigning on high

above the immense lava erupting mouth upon the high
and lifted-up to heaven super volcano}.
13:4 The NOISE {of raining great hailstones, each
weighing about 70 pounds and whirlwinds of fire} of a
multitude in the mountains, like as of a great people; a
tumultuous noise of the kingdoms of nations gathered
together: the LORD {seventh plagued angel} of HOSTS
{great hailstones} mustereth the host of the BATTLE {of
Armageddon}.
13:5 They {great hailstones with whirlwinds of fire and
flowing lava} come from a far country, from the END OF
HEAVEN {high in the sky above the mountain of the lava
erupting super volcano}, even the LORD {seventh
plagued angel descending as an overflowing lake of
fire/lava} and the WEAPONS {great hailstones and
whirlwinds of fire} of his indignation, to destroy the
whole land.
13:6 Howl ye; for the DAY {the day when the super
volcano swells to heaven and explodes magma into the
sky} of the LORD {seventh plagued angel} is at hand; it
shall come as a destruction from the ALMIGHTY {the
almighty 40-mile wide overflowing lava filled mouth of
the high and lifted-up super volcano}.

